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Abstract.

The Weather, Research and Forecasting (WRF) model includes a multitude of physics parameterizations to account for

atmospheric dynamics and interactions such as turbulent fluxes within the planetary boundary layer (PBL), long and short

wave radiation, hydrometeor representation in microphysics, cloud ensemble representation in cumulus, amongst others. A

sensitivity analysis is conducted in order to identify the optimal WRF-physics set-up and impact of temporal resolution of5

re-analysis dataset for the event of sudden changes in wind direction that can become challenging for reliable wind energy

operations. In this context, Storm Ciara has been selected as a case study to investigate the influence of a broad combination

of different interacting physics-schemes on quantities of interest that are relevant for energy yield assessment. Of particular

relevance to fast transient weather events, two different temporal resolutions (1-hourly and 3-hourly) of the lateral boundary

condition’s re-analysis dataset, ERA5, are considered. Physics parameterizations considered in this study include: two PBL10

schemes (MYNN2.5 and scale-aware Shin Hong PBL), four cumulus schemes (Kain-Fritsch, Grell-Devenyi, and scale-aware

Grell-Freitas and multi-scale Kain-Fritsch,) and three microphysics schemes (WSM5, Thompson and Morrison) coupled with

two geospatial configurations for WRF simulation domains. The resulting WRF predictions are assessed by comparison to

observational RADAR reflectivity data on precipitation. In addition, SCADA data on wind direction and wind speed from an

offshore wind farm located in the Belgian North Sea is considered to assess modeling capabilities for local wind behavior at15

farm level. For precipitation, results are shown to be very sensitive to model setup, but no clear trends can be observed. For

wind-related variables on the other hand, results show a definite improvement in accuracy when both scale-aware cumulus and

PBL parameterizations are used in combination with 1-hourly temporal resolution reanalysis data and extended domain sizes.

1 Introduction

Extreme weather phenomena such as low-level jets, sudden changes in wind direction, extreme wind shear (Kalverla et al.,20

2017; Aird et al., 2021), wind ramps (Gallego-Castillo et al., 2015) and storms (Solari, 2020) are capable of causing severe

dynamic loading on wind turbine components (Negro et al., 2014; AbuGazia et al., 2020; Chi et al., 2020). Furthermore, pre-
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cipitation associated to these phenomena can lead to early blade degradation through leading-edge erosion (Law and Koutsos,

2020). As such, these extreme weather events (EWE) play a significant role in the wind turbine’s operational lifetime and must

be considered at design stage to ensure that ultimate loads are not exceeded and fatigue requirements are met. Furthermore,25

such events may cause sudden changes in power production leading to grid imbalance and economic losses. Accurate model-

ing and forecasting of such EWE is hence crucial to tackle these challenges in view of current and future expansion of both

onshore and offshore wind energy. Numerical weather prediction (NWP) models provide a promising approach to help identify

problematic weather events and to predict their occurrence through operational forecasting (Bauer et al., 2015). Among differ-

ent available NWP codes, the open-source Weather, Research and Forecasting model developed by NCAR/NOAA (Skamarock30

et al., 2008) is commonly used for its ability to represent the various interacting processes and dynamics of the atmosphere such

as the distribution of fluxes within the planetary boundary layer (PBL), the determination of cloud ensembles and compensat-

ing subsidence for convective/cumulus systems, the accurate representation of evolving hydrometeor species, solar irradiation,

land–surface interactions and heat and moisture fluxes in the surface layer (SL). An expanse of physics parameterizations and

options are available in WRF to represent the infuence of these phenomena on local weather systems. However, predictions35

are found to be highly sensitive on the selection of these sub-grid scale models, the location and the type of weather event, the

lateral boundary conditions used to drive the flow, and the simulation domain configuration.

Sensitivity analyses are typically conducted to identify the optimal combination of physics-schemes in the event of a specific

type of weather system over a given area (see, e.g. Efstathiou et al. 2013; Santos-Alamillos et al. 2013; Kala et al. 2015). To

date, this type of investigation has not been performed over the Belgian North Sea, nor has any previous study to the authors’40

best knowledge looked at how the extreme weather event is experienced from a wind-farm perspective through comparison

with operational SCADA data. This work aims to tackle this challenge by considering a wide range of interacting physical

parameterizations, more specifically on cumulus, microphysics and PBL schemes. Furthermore, we assess the need for high

temporal resolution mesoscale forcing data and extended numerical domains for the prediction of wind and precipitation

quantities of interest for wind farm design and operation.45

The cumulus, microphysics and PBL parameterizations defined in WRF follow a multitude of large-scale and sub-grid scale

modeling techniques, primarily divided into scale-aware and non-scale aware parameterizations. The scale-aware schemes

promise to better reproduce convective and turbulent mixing effects in the so-called gray zone, i.e. for high-resolution simula-

tion grids which are on the verge of allowing explicitly resolution of these effects rather than fully parameterizing them (Wyn-

gaard, 2004; Hong and Dudhia, 2012). The cumulus parameterizations represent the ensemble effects of convective clouds50

as a function of larger-scale processes and conditions by formulating the statistical effects of moist convection and convec-

tive rainfall within a grid-column. These are further divided into mass-flux type and adjustment type schemes. The mass-flux

type schemes convert convective available potential energy from a single grid column defined in WRF into compensating sub-

sidence. For example, the Kain-Fritsch (KF) scheme (Kain, 2004) is a commonly-used one-dimensional mass-flux cumulus

scheme that considers deep and shallow convection and includes hydrometeor detrainments from clouds, rain, ice, and snow.55

The scheme is designed to run at horizontal resolutions coarser than 25 km. The multi-scale Kain-Fritsch (msKF) cumulus pa-

rameterization (Zheng et al., 2016) updates the original KF parameterization by introducing scale-aware parameterized cloud
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dynamics based on a dynamic length scale in order to improve the prediction accuracy at higher horizontal resolutions below

10 km. The Grell-Dévényi 3D ensemble (GD-3D) cumulus parameterization (Grell and Dévényi, 2002) relies on combining

ensemble and data assimilation techniques to represent the local convection and provides more tunable parameters for further60

calibration of the model. The Grell-Frietas (GF) cumulus parameterization (Grell and Freitas, 2014) is an adjustment type pa-

rameterization that explores; redistribution of compensating subsidence derived from GD-3D to neighbouring grid cells using

distribution functions and adapts the scale-aware parameterization from Arakawa et al. (2011). The GF cumulus parameteri-

zation was designed and tested for a horizontal resolution of 5 km. The study by Jeworrek et al. (2019) highlights how crucial

the choice in cumulus parameterization is for obtaining accurate WRF predictions of precipitation patterns, in particular when65

going from parameterized to resolved convective scales. In this work, the KF, msKF, GD-3D and GF schemes are considered

in order to evaluate the performance of WRF across the convective gray-zone transition.

The microphysical parameterization is an emulation of processes for moisture removal from the atmosphere via model-

ing hydrometeor distributions based on thermodynamic and kinematic fields defined in the model. The schemes determine

the spatial distribution of precipitation and vertical distribution of hydrometeor mass and latent heat. Most commonly used70

microphysical schemes are the so-called bulk schemes, in which a mathematical distribution for hydrometeor number con-

centration versus particle size is defined using negative exponential or gamma distributions. Microphysical parameterizations

are further divided by their complexity and tunable parameters such as considered moments of distributions (single, double,

etc), and intercepts or slope parameters for the distributions. The microphysics schemes considered in this sensitivity analysis

are the WSM5 single-moment 5-class (i.e. with 5 hydrometeor species) microphysics parameterization (Hong et al., 2004),75

the Thompson single-moment (except ice) 6-class scheme (Thompson et al., 2008) and the Morrison double-moment 6-class

scheme (Morrison et al., 2009). In this respect, Hong and Lim (2006) illustrated the advantages in including a greater number

of hydrometeor species for microphysical representations and a better prediction of precipitation levels. Similar results were

observed by Jeworrek et al. (2019), calling for microphysics parameterizations with greater fidelity in hydrometeor represen-

tation, such as the Morrison and Thompson schemes, and scale-aware cumulus parameterizations, such as multi-scale KF and80

GF schemes, in order to more accurately reproduce precipitation.

Concerning the parameterization of boundary-layer turbulence, mesoscale NWP models employ PBL schemes that rely on

the horizontal homogeneity assumption to redistribute surface fluxes vertically within the atmospheric boundary layer. How-

ever, for grid spacings that are fine enough (≈1 km), three-dimensional atmospheric turbulence becomes partially resolved,

which violates the basic assumption employed by classical one-dimensional PBL schemes. The gray-zone modeling chal-85

lenge for PBL turbulence has led to the development of scale-aware PBL schemes which, as opposed to non-scale-aware

formulations, partially resolving turbulent mixing at gray-zone resolutions depending on grid size. This work considers two

PBL parameterizations: a non-scale-aware Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino (MYNN) scheme (Nakanishi and Niino, 2006)

and a scale-aware Shin-Hong scheme (Shin and Hong, 2015). The MYNN PBL scheme is a one-dimensional turbulence ki-

netic energy prediction scheme that solves for a vertical eddy viscosity profile in a grid column considering, among others,90

buoyancy and shear production, boundary-layer stability and vertical mixing. On the other hand, Shin-Hong is a scale-aware

one-dimensional diagnostic non-local PBL scheme representing non-local transport by large eddies in the boundary layer. The
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Shin-Hong scheme modifies the YSU PBL scheme (Hong et al., 2006) for sub-kilometer transition scales (1 km down to 200

m) by reducing the strength of the non-local term with decreasing grid size, assuming gradual resolution of the largest eddies.

While it has been found to outperform conventional PBL formulations for desert convective boundary layers (Xu et al., 2018)95

and for the XPIA study in the western Great Plains of the United States (Doubrawa and Muñoz-Esparza, 2020), its interac-

tion with cumulus and microphysics options is yet to be tested for extreme weather in coastal environments featuring strong

interaction between PBL and microphysical processes.

In the context of wind energy applications, various sensitivity studies have been conducted with the aim of determining

a universal "best" case WRF setup to assess local wind resources (Hahmann et al., 2015; Giannakopoulou and Nhili, 2014;100

Carvalho et al., 2012). The literature presents equivocal results from a multitude of sensitivity analyses conducted at various

locations around the planet, indicating a high dependency on the physics combinations and lateral boundary conditions used.

Concerning the estimation of wind energy production compared to measured wind data, Hahmann et al. (2015) study the

long-term sensitivity of simulated WRF offshore climatology evaluated against wind LiDAR observations indicating a strong

sensitivity to PBL parameterizations and the spin-up period, and insensitivity to global reanalysis and vertical resolution of the105

model. Carvalho et al. (2014), for offshore and onshore areas in the Iberian Peninsula, indicated a close dependency of PBL

and SL parameterizations with different physics combinations, favoring better reproduction of different prognostic variables.

Cunden et al. (2018) performed a sensitivity analysis considering different combinations of non-scale-aware cumulus, PBL

and microphysics schemes (despite kilometer-range resolutions) for the Island of Mauritius under clear and extreme weather

(cyclonic and anti-cyclonic), and were able to identify a best case WRF setup. In contrast, a similar study by Islam et al.110

(2015) for the Haiyan tropical cyclone over west Pacific Ocean concluded in no particular combination of WRF physics to best

reproduce the extreme weather event. For the European continent, studies by García-Díez et al. (2013); Stergiou et al. (2017);

Mooney et al. (2013) have conducted year-long and/or long-term sensitivity analyzes indicating a wide spread of possible

physics parameterizations depending on the type of local weather event, season and time-lapse considered within the diurnal

cycle.115

As discussed above, the optimal selection of WRF physics parameterizations remains an important open challenge for

accurate wind and weather modeling. The current study quantifies the sensitivity of WRF simulation results to physical pa-

rameterizations and numerical setup, and aims at identifying most suitable combinations for modeling the storm Ciara EWE

passing over the Belgian offshore wind farms in the North Sea in February 2020. A simplified multi-variant sensitivity analysis

considering 12 combinations of PBL, cumulus, microphysics, temporal resolution of lateral boundary conditions and geospa-120

tial nested domain configurations are investigated. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Firstly, the storm Ciara

extreme weather event is introduced in Section 2. Next, the numerical methodology and setup are introduced in Section 3,

where also the design of the sensitivity matrix is further described. Subsequently, the results are presented and discussed in

Section 4. Lastly, conclusions and perspective are exposed in Section 5.
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2 Description of the storm Ciara event125

The case study selected in this study is one of the first extratropical cyclones to hit the European continent in the year 2020,

storm Ciara. Originating on the Atlantic Ocean, the storm occurred on 10 February 2020 over the Belgian North Sea, transpiring

from North America (starting 3 February 2020) to the European continent (16 February 2020). Storm Ciara swept across the

majority of western Europe including United Kingdom and Norway, bringing in heavy precipitation and strong winds with a

maximum recorded wind gust of 219 km h−1 at Cap Corse, Corsica, France. Over Belgium, the Royal Meteorological Institute130

- Belgium (RMI-B) reported wind gusts of up to 115 km h−1 in Ostend, located at the Belgian offshore coast, with precipitation

averaging 28 mm in few hours accompanied by strong winds and thunderstorms over the local region.

Figure 1. Observed RADAR reflectivity on 10 February 2020 at 04:00 provided by a C-band Doppler RADAR located near the Belgian

offshore coast in Jabbeke, Belgium.

The selection of this case is motivated by the occurrence of fast changes in wind direction as observed by offshore wind

farms located in the Belgian offshore concession zone at several moments during the storm. During the early hours of storm

Ciara on 10 February 2020, a commercial offshore wind farm observed fast changes in wind direction of 40◦ over few min-135

utes accompanied by concentrated rainfall over a short period of time. This event was investigated with RADAR observations

provided by RMI-B, for brevity the time-stamp at 04:40 is presented in Fig. 1, illustrating the presence of a bow-echo tran-

spiring from the British isles to Belgium, indicative of a possible micro-burst phenomena (Fujita, 1978). Fast changes in wind

direction are potentially influential of the state of power and grid balances and have been found to be potentially harmful for

operational conditions and lifetime of wind turbines as demonstrated in the studies by Damiani et al. (2018); Bakhshi and140

Sandborn (2016). With the addition to RADAR data and the availability of operational wind farm data (SCADA), the premise

of this study provides a unique opportunity to investigate storm Ciara as felt by the Belgian offshore wind farms and formulate

an informed decision on the optimum WRF set-up in the context of wind energy applications.
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Table 1. WRF model setup. Parameters varied in this sensitivity study are shown in italics. Scale-aware physics parametrizations are under-

lined.

Numerical setup

Case studied storm Ciara, 10 February 2020

Nested domains 4

Horizontal resolution 27 km (d01) × 9 km (d02) × 3 km (d03) × 1 km (d04)

Terrain following vertical levels 57

Model top pressure 1000 Pa

Time-step 20 s

Spin-up period 24 h (9 Feb 2020 00:00 – 10 Feb 2020 00:00)

Simulation time 21 h (10 Feb 2020 00:00 – 10 Feb 2020 21:00)

Initial & boundary conditions ERA5 reanalysis

Domain size type 1 / type 2 (Fig. 2)

Boundary update frequency 1h / 3h

Physics parametrizations

Radiation RRTMG

Land surface unified Noah land-surface

PBL MYNN / Shin-Hong

Microphysics WSM5 / Thompson / Morrison

Cumulus KF / GD-3D / msKF / GF

3 Methodology and Model setup

This sensitivity study considers the WRF-ARW model version 4.2.2 to study the case of storm Ciara, evaluated against RADAR145

and SCADA observations from the Belgian North Sea. The model parameters for all WRF simulations are summarized in Table

1. The baseline horizontal resolution in the largest parent domain d01 is 27 km, while nested domains are sequentially refined

with a factor of 3, resulting in resolutions of 9, 3, and 1 km for d02, d03, and d04 respectively. In the vertical direction, 57

terrain following levels are considered with a model top pressure at 1000 Pa. The vertical velocity damping option based on

Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy condition as implemented in WRF is also turned on. The model is initialized on 9 February 2020150

at 00:00, followed by a spin-up period of 24 hours. Subsequently, the model is run on 10 February 2020 from 00:00 to 21:00,

which adequately captures the storm event on the Belgian North Sea. The long-wave and short-wave radiation physics schemes

are kept constant as Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTMG) (Iacono et al., 2008). Similarly, the land surface interactions

are kept constant as unified Noah land surface model (Mukul Tewari et al., 2004).

In order to sufficiently categorize and distinguish the key features of different parameterizations and options available in155

WRF, a combination of different simulation pairs in the multi-variant sensitivity Table 2 is considered. A total of 12 WRF

simulations are categorized into different simulation pairs (A – K) assigned to either variations of the temporal resolution of
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Table 2. WRF runs and respective simulation pairs for sensitivity analysis

#
ERA5

res.

Domain

type

PBL

scheme

Microphysics

scheme

Cumulus

scheme

Temporal

pair

Cumulus

pair

Microphysics

pair

PBL

pair

Domain

pair

1 3h 1 MYNN Thompson KF B

2 3h 2 Shin-Hong WSM5 KF A

3 1h 2 MYNN Thompson KF I

4 1h 1 MYNN Thompson KF B H
J

5 1h 2 Shin-Hong WSM5 KF A C F

6 1h 1 Shin-Hong Thompson KF H

7 1h 2 Shin-Hong Thompson KF D F I
K

8 1h 2 Shin-Hong WSM5 msKF C

9 1h 2 Shin-Hong Thompson msKF D

10 1h 2 Shin-Hong Morrison msKF

G

11 1h 2 Shin-Hong Morrison GD-3D

12 1h 2 Shin-Hong Morrison GF

E

lateral boundary conditions, cumulus, microphysics, PBL schemes or geospatial domain configuration. For each variation, at

least 2 different simulation pairs have been performed. For example, simulation pairs A and B are assigned to the variation

in temporal resolution of the lateral boundary conditions, as within each pair only this temporal resolution is modified. More160

specifically, the simulation pairs considered are as follows. The sensitivity to 1-hourly versus 3-hourly temporal resolution

of lateral ERA5 boundary conditions is assessed with simulation pairs A and B. Further, the sensitivity to scale-aware and

non-scale-aware cumulus parameterizations is evaluated through pairs C, D, and E. The considered cumulus schemes consist

of scale-aware GF, msKF, and non-scale-aware KF and GD-3D cumulus schemes. Given the convection-permitting resolutions

of d03 and d04, the non-scale-aware KF model is explicitly turned off in these domains in simulation cases 1–71. For the scale-165

aware cumulus models, this explicit deactivation is omitted, as they were specifically designed for operation on the verge of

convection-permitting resolutions (Grell and Freitas, 2014; Zheng et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2020). The impact of microphysics

schemes WSM5, Thompson and Morrison is illustrated through pairs F and G. Next, the comparison between scale-aware PBL

Shin-Hong and non-scale-aware PBL MYNN is shown in pairs H and I. Finally, pairs J and K determine sensitivity to the

geographical domain size, types 1 and 2 as defined in Fig. 2, where the overall domain sizes are increased in type 2, including170

an increased northeasterly upstream fetch towards the zone of interest in the Belgian North Sea (central in domain d04).

The simulated wind direction and wind speed from WRF runs are evaluated against front-row averaged SCADA data from

the commercial offshore wind farm located in the Belgian North Sea. The precipitation rate using RADAR reflectivity is

evaluated against RADAR data from RMI-B. Further, RADAR reflectivity data is qualitatively compared to WRF-simulated

reflectivity for 04:40 on 10 February 2020. Model accuracy is assessed using a standard Mean Absolute Error (MAE), as175

1It was verified that this approach results in better reproduction of precipitation cells and lower error metrics as discussed below
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(a) Domain configuration 1 (b) Domain configuration 2

Figure 2. The WRF nested domain configurations considered in this study. (a) Baseline domain configuration, domain - 1 (b) Extended

domain configuration 2, domain - 2.

well as the Kantorovich distance as described in Wang and Basu (2016). The Kantorovich distance d, initially formulated in

Kantorovitch (1958), is defined as the solution to the optimal transport problem transforming a discrete source signal ai (i =

1 . . .m) into a target signal bk (k = 1 . . .n),

d = min
xi,k

m∑

i=1

n∑

k=1

ri,kxi,k, (1)

where ri,k is a cost associated with the phase shift between indices i and k, and xi,k is related to the difference in amplitude180

between ai and bk. In this regard, the Kantorovich distance d is a metric for the similarity between two signals, in this case

WRF results and field data, detecting both amplitudes and temporal phase shifts, hence supplementing the standard MAE as a

point metric only considering pairwise differences in amplitudes at the same time instance.

To recover a single performance metric, MAE and Kantorovich are normalized to the so-called Nnormalized Euclidean

Distance (NED), given by NED =
√

MAE2
N + d2

N , defined as the resultant of normalized mean absolute error MAEN , and185

normalized Kantorovich distance dN for all simulation runs. Normalization is performed with the mean over all simulations.

This study considers a univariate analysis for wind variables and precipitation using performance metrics, NED and Kan-

torovich distance, respectively. The simulated radar reflectivity is extracted for a single point in space at the location of the

offshore wind farm and converted to rainfall rate using the Marshall and Palmer equation (Marshall and Palmer, 1948) and is
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evaluated against reflectivity data from the dual-polarization C-band radar from the RMI-B, located in Jabbeke at the Belgian190

North Sea coast.

4 Results and Discussion

The summary of evaluated metrics for all WRF simulations is presented in Table 3. The table presents MAE, Kantorovich

distance and NED for the complete simulation list conducted in this study. The table sequence is organized in the order of

increasing computational costs and complexity of physics parameterizations, starting with low resolution of lateral boundary195

conditions, non-scale-aware physics parameterizations, to scale-aware physics parameterizations with higher resolutions of

lateral boundary conditions. Cell colors are assigned to indicate the better metric-specific value in green per column. The

average NED is calculated as the average of horizontal wind direction and wind speed NED.

Before discussing the influence of specific parameterizations, we discuss some general trends. Overall, an increasing confor-

mity with observations is observed for simulations with scale-aware physics parameterizations coupled with a larger domain200

configuration and higher resolution of lateral boundary conditions. The best-case setup in this study is determined to be simu-

lation case 12 with the lowest average NED. Case 12 encompasses scale-aware Shin-Hong PBL scheme coupled with a double

moment 6-class Morrison microphysics scheme, a scale-aware GF cumulus scheme and ERA5 1h reanalysis dataset as the lat-

eral boundary conditions. The wind direction and wind speed comparisons for the complete list of WRF simulations along with

their ensemble average is presented in Fig. 3. Further, Fig. 4 illustrates individual and ensemble precipitation results as com-205

pared to RADAR data. Qualitatively, the simulations capture the changes in wind direction reasonably well when compared to

SCADA data. On the other hand, matching wind speeds and precipitation seems significantly more challenging, as shown by

the large spread among different modeling setups in the afternoon and evening hours. Interestingly, despite the average NED

metric not indicating the ensemble average as a clear winner amongst the simulation cases (due to relatively high errors on

wind directions), the precipitation accuracy is greatly improved over the best case 12.210

The remainder of this section focuses on the sensitivity to individual parts of the modeling chain. Firstly, the domain con-

figuration is discussed in Sect. 4.1. Next, the influence of the PBL schemes is shown in Sect. 4.2, followed by the temporal

resolution of initial boundary conditions in Sect. 4.3. Subsequently, Sect. 4.4 elaborates on cumulus and microphysics schemes.

Finally, Sect. 4.5 provides a synthesis of the observations in this section.

4.1 Simulation pair: Domain configuration215

The current section investigates the extent to which geographical domain size and upstream fetch affect the generation of fine-

scale wind variations, precipitation cells and convective systems for the current case of storm Ciara. In literature, various studies

have provided an equivocal literature on the influence of domain size on WRF simulations ranging from better representation

of convective systems in simulations with larger domains and vice versa (see e.g. Bhaskaran et al. 1996; Yu et al. 2021; Wang

et al. 2021). Simulation pairs J and K represent four WRF simulations with two different domain configurations (with identical220

spatial resolution) as presented in Fig. 2. Note that J furthermore applies a standard MYNN PBL scheme whereas K uses

9
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Table 3. Evaluation of wind velocity and direction from WRF simulations vs SCADA data averaged over the first row of wind turbines using

metrics mean absolute error, Kantorovich distance and mean normalized euclidean distance.

Wind direction Wind speed Precipitation

#
ERA5

res.

Domain

type

PBL

scheme

Microphysics

scheme

Cumulus

scheme
MAE Kantorovich NED MAE Kantorovich NED

Average

NED
Kantorovich

1 3h 1 MYNN Thompson KF 8.79 1.06E+04 1.67 2.96 4.11E+03 1.93 1.80 7.42E+02

2 3h 2 Shin-Hong WSM5 KF 7.84 1.28E+04 1.75 2.13 3.19E+03 1.44 1.60 6.96E+02

3 1h 2 MYNN Thompson KF 9.83 4.68E+03 1.49 2.85 5.93E+03 2.35 1.92 4.16E+02

4 1h 1 MYNN Thompson KF 7.61 1.05E+04 1.55 2.72 3.47E+03 1.70 1.63 6.57E+02

5 1h 2 Shin-Hong WSM5 KF 7.50 1.24E+04 1.69 1.76 2.57E+03 1.17 1.43 2.97E+02

6 1h 1 Shin-Hong Thompson KF 5.49 1.12E+04 1.41 2.06 3.56E+03 1.51 1.46 5.32E+02

7 1h 2 Shin-Hong Thompson KF 6.94 1.11E+04 1.53 2.13 3.45E+03 1.50 1.51 3.06E+02

8 1h 2 Shin-Hong WSM5 msKF 6.12 1.10E+04 1.45 1.68 1.37E+03 0.90 1.17 6.32E+02

9 1h 2 Shin-Hong Thompson msKF 6.85 7.37E+03 1.25 1.74 1.67E+03 0.98 1.112 6.01E+02

10 1h 2 Shin-Hong Morrison msKF 6.06 7.37E+03 1.16 1.87 1.74E+03 1.04 1.10 9.61E+02

11 1h 2 Shin-Hong Morrison GD-3D 5.24 9.71E+03 1.26 2.07 2.97E+03 1.37 1.32 4.99E+02

12 1h 2 Shin-Hong Morrison GF 5.87 5.65E+03 1.03 1.80 2.61E+03 1.20 1.111 6.50E+02

13 Ensemble 5.72 8.74E+03 1.24 1.55 2.38E+03 1.08 1.16 3.02E+02

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Ensemble average of WRF on wind direction (a) and wind speed (b) evaluated against SCADA data. Ensemble members shown in

gray.

the scale-aware Shin-Hong PBL scheme. Quantitative performance metrics for these simulation pairs are shown in Table 4,

whereas a qualitative view is presented in the form of a wind direction time series and a snapshot of RADAR reflectivity in

Figs. 5 and 6 respectively.

Focusing firstly on the wind direction, it can be seen in Fig. 5 that the simulations with the larger spatial extent on Domain225

2 (yellow lines) produce more short-timescale fluctuations, similar to fluctuations observed in the SCADA data, than those

simulations performed on the smaller Domain 1 configuration (orange lines). However, assessing the performance metrics in
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Figure 4. Ensemble average of WRF RADAR reflectivity evaluated against observational RADAR data from RMI-B. Ensemble members

shown in gray.

Table 4, this does not immediately translate to a clear reduction in NED for both pair J and K. Even though the Domain 2

fluctuations produce qualitative similarities with the SCADA data, their respective phase differences lead to large errors in

MAE, which are only partially corrected for by the improved Kantorovich distance, thus resulting in an inconclusive trend230

regarding NED. Similar arguments can be made for the wind speed: even though the Domain 2 runs have the potential to

provide higher levels of detail, the match with SCADA data does not consistently improve based on our current metrics.

Turning to precipitation, Kantorovich distances from Table 4 clearly indicate simulations on larger Domain 2 to produce bet-

ter results. Similar findings were also recently observed by Yu et al. (2021). Precipitation levels from WRF-simulated RADAR

reflectivity versus observed RADAR reflectivity at 04:40 for simulation pair K are presented in Fig. 6. It is shown that whereas235

the Domain 2 WRF run indicates the presence of bow echo similar to the observed RADAR, little to no RADAR reflectiv-

ity is observed for simulations on Domain 1. For simulation pair J (not further shown here) domain 1 captured significantly

less variation in precipitation fronts in comparison to domain 2. Overall, simulations on Domain 2 predicted better convective

structures and precipitation cells that are found to be more representative of RADAR observations in comparison to the smaller

Domain 1.240
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Table 4. Evaluation of simulation pairs J and K, subject to two different domain configurations using MAE and Kantorovich distance.

Wind direction Wind speed Precipitation

#
ERA5

res.

Domain

type

PBL

scheme

Microphysics

scheme

Cumulus

scheme

Domain

pair
MAE Kantorovich NED MAE Kantorovich NED

Average

NED
Kantorovich

4 1h 1 MYNN Thompson KF 7.61 1.05E+04 1.55 2.72 3.47E+03 1.70 1.63 6.57E+02

3 1h 2 MYNN Thompson KF
J

9.83 4.68E+03 1.49 2.85 5.93E+03 2.35 1.92 4.16E+02

6 1h 1 Shin-Hong Thompson KF 5.49 1.12E+04 1.41 2.06 3.56E+03 1.51 1.46 5.32E+02

7 1h 2 Shin-Hong Thompson KF
K

6.94 1.11E+04 1.53 2.13 3.45E+03 1.50 1.51 3.06E+02

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Wind direction time series at offshore wind farm location from SCADA data and WRF simulations. (a): Simulation pair J. (b):

Simulation pair K.

Figure 6. Contours of RADAR precipitation (contour lines in foreground) and WRF precipitation (filled contours in background) for simu-

lation pair K. Left: Simulation on smaller Domain 1. Right: Simulation on larger Domain 2. Color profile are scaled such that similar color

patterns represent similar precipitation levels.
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Table 5. Evaluation of simulation pairs H and I, subject to MYNN and Shin-Hong PBL schemes using MAE and Kantorovich distance.

Wind direction Wind speed Precipitation

#
ERA5

res.

Domain

type

PBL

scheme

Microphysics

scheme

Cumulus

scheme

PBL

pair
MAE Kantorovich NED MAE Kantorovich NED

Average

NED
Kantorovich

4 1h 1 MYNN Thompson KF 7.61 1.05E+04 1.55 2.72 3.47E+03 1.70 1.63 6.57E+02

6 1h 1 Shin-Hong Thompson KF
H

5.49 1.12E+04 1.41 2.06 3.56E+03 1.51 1.46 5.32E+02

3 1h 2 MYNN Thompson KF 9.83 4.68E+03 1.49 2.85 5.93E+03 2.35 1.92 2.97E+02

7 1h 2 Shin-Hong Thompson KF
I

6.94 1.11E+04 1.53 2.13 3.45E+03 1.50 1.51 3.06E+02

4.2 Simulation pair: Planetary boundary layer

In this section, the influence of using classical non-scale-aware PBL schemes versus using scale-aware PBL schemes is elab-

orated. More specifically, the standard MYNN scheme is compared to the scale-aware Shin-Hong scheme by simulation pairs

H (run on Domain 1, see previous section) and I (run on Domain 2). Note that these are the same simulations considered in

the previous section, but compared in a different manner here. Table 5 contains quantitative performance metrics for these245

simulation pairs. Furthermore, for simulation pair I, the time series of wind direction and wind speeds are shown in Fig. 7 and

a snapshot of RADAR reflectivity is presented in Fig. 8.

Considering wind direction and wind speed first, the simulations with the Shin-Hong PBL scheme observe better concurrence

to SCADA data considering MAE. In some cases, the Kantorovich distance however contradicts MAE in favor of the MYNN

PBL scheme, resulting in overall similar NED scores for wind direction for Shin-Hong and MYNN. For wind speeds on250

the other hand, the resulting NED significantly favors scale-aware Shin-Hong. Finally, considering the averaged NED as the

defining metric, better overall results were observed for simulations with the scale-aware Shin-Hong PBL scheme.

Even though we observed larger vertical velocity profiles and higher water vapour mixing ratios for Shin-Hong than for

MYNN during times of high precipitation (see Fig. 4), the precipitation Kantorovich distance in Table 5 presents inconclusive

results regarding which PBL scheme results in a closer match to RADAR data. The qualitative results as presented in Fig.255

8 for simulation pair I indicate a better representation of the precipitation front for simulations with the Shin-Hong PBL

scheme. However, for simulation pair H (not further shown here), Shin-Hong scheme significantly underestimates the RADAR

precipitation.

Overall, current results show the scale-aware Shin-Hong PBL scheme performs generally better for wind variables in the

current case, yet results for precipitation could indicate a dependency with cumulus and microphysics parameterizations, which260

has also been reported in literature (Hong and Dudhia, 2012; Choi and Han, 2020; Chen et al., 2021).
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. Time series at offshore wind farm location from SCADA data and WRF simulations for simulation pair I. (a): Wind direction. (b):

Wind speed.

Figure 8. Contours of RADAR precipitation (contour lines in foreground) and WRF precipitation (filled contours in background) for simu-

lation pair I. Left: MYNN PBL scheme. Right: Shin-Hong PBL scheme.

4.3 Simulation pair: Temporal resolution of lateral boundary conditions

The effect of varying temporal resolution or update frequency of the ERA5 lateral boundary conditions is investigated in

this section. Simulation pairs A and B represent four WRF simulations in which the temporal ERA5 resolution is varied

between hourly and three-hourly updates. Note further that A and B mutually differ in all setup parameters other than the265

cumulus scheme, which justifies them to serve as independent pairs to judge the influence of the temporal boundary condition

resolution.

Table 6 consolidates the results for both simulation pairs. The higher hourly temporal resolution for ERA5 lateral boundary

conditions produced better results for wind direction, wind speed, and precipitation. Similar results were observed by Hamouda

and Pasquero (2021) considering higher resolution of ERA5 dataset to simulate European extreme precipitation.270
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Table 6. Evaluation of simulation pairs A and B, subject to 1h and 3h temporal resolution of lateral boundary conditions using MAE and

Kantorovich distance.

Wind direction Wind speed Precipitation

#
ERA5

res.

Domain

type

PBL

scheme

Microphysics

scheme

Cumulus

scheme

Temporal

pair
MAE Kantorovich NED MAE Kantorovich NED

Average

NED
Kantorovich

5 1h 2 Shin-Hong WSM5 KF 7.50 1.24E+04 1.69 1.76 2.57E+03 1.17 1.43 2.97E+02

1 3h 2 Shin-Hong WSM5 KF
A

7.84 1.28E+04 1.75 2.13 3.19E+03 1.44 1.60 6.96E+02

4 1h 1 MYNN Thompson KF 7.61 1.05E+04 1.55 2.72 3.47E+03 1.70 1.63 6.57E+02

2 3h 1 MYNN Thompson KF
B

8.79 1.06E+04 1.67 2.96 4.11E+03 1.93 1.80 7.42E+02

Figure 9 presents the time-series plots for wind direction for simulation pairs A and B. For both pairs, a slightly better

qualitative match with SCADA is shown for the 1h resolution runs (orange lines) over the 3h runs (yellow lines). Specifically,

in pair A, the afternoon through around 15:00 is better captured using the higher temporal resolution, whereas in pair B the

peaks at 05:00 and 19:00 are modelled with higher accuracy. Note that the difference in terms of smoothness between pairs A

and B can be attributed to the different domain configurations as discussed above in Section 4.1. A qualitative comparison of275

wind speeds revealed similar trends and is omitted here for brevity.

A qualitative look at the RADAR snapshot in Figure 10 for simulation pair B reveals that whereas the 1h resolution run

reproduces the main frontal structure of the precipitation, the 3h resolution simulation does not show any reflectivity at all. For

simulation pair A, which is not further plotted here, no apparent qualitative differences in RADAR reflectivity were observed.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Time series of wind direction at offshore wind farm location from SCADA data and WRF simulations. (a): Simulation pair B. (b):

Simulation pair A.
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Figure 10. Contours of RADAR precipitation (contour lines in foreground) and WRF precipitation (filled contours in background) for

simulation pair B. Left: hourly boundary condition updates. Right: three-hourly boundary condition updates.

4.4 Simulation pair: Cumulus and Microphysics280

This section presents the consolidated results for cumulus and microphysical scheme variation. Since both of these highlight a

specific aspect of modeling precipitation in WRF, they are considered jointly in this section. A set of 7 simulation configurations

is considered, covering a combination of 4 cumulus schemes (KF, GD-3D, msKF and GF; the latter two being scale-aware) and

3 microphysical schemes (WSM5, Thompson and Morrison; the latter two representing higher complexity in microphysical

parameterization).285

Firstly, the wind results for cumulus parameterization pairs are discussed. Pairs C, D and E each allow to assess the influence

of the cumulus scheme, while considering one specific microphysics option, i.e. WSM5, Thompson, and Morrison for C, D,

and E, respectively. Quantitative results are presented in Table 7. For wind direction and wind speed, scale-aware cumulus

parameterizations (msKF and GF) produce better overall NED in comparison to non-scale-aware schemes (KF and GD-3D).

The overall outcome, as drawn from average NED, indicate best results for the scale-aware GF cumulus parameterization.290

Turning to the wind result sensitivity on microphysical parameterizations in Table 8, simulation pairs F (with KF cumulus)

and G (with msKF cumulus) assess the impact of WSM5, Thompson and Morrison schemes. As shown in the table, these

simulation pairs do not allow formulating a conclusive trend regarding the impact of microphysics on wind modeling in terms

of average NED. However, considering both Table 7 and 8, an observation is that the impact of cumulus schemes on average

NED is greater than that of microphysics, and that the best overall performance is obtained using scale-aware cumulus schemes295

(msKF and GF) combined with high-complexity microphysics (Morrison and Thompson).

For precipitation, results are found to be highly sensitive to the combination of cumulus and microphysics setup. Vary-

ing magnitudes and time lags in the precipitation time series were produced by different combinations of cumulus and mi-

crophysics schemes, with higher magnitude observed for Morrison and Thompson microphysics coupled with scale-aware

cumulus schemes. Qualitatively, the contour plots for WRF versus RADAR observations presented in Fig. 11 also result in sig-300

nificantly different reproductions of precipitation fronts. Once more, both quantitative and qualitative results on precipitation

accuracy are inconclusive.
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Table 7. Evaluation of simulation pairs C, D and E, subject to cumulus parameterization sensitivity using MAE and Kantorovich distance.

Wind direction Wind speed Precipitation

#
ERA5

res.

Domain

type

PBL

scheme

Microphysics

scheme

Cumulus

scheme

Cumulus

pair
MAE Kantorovich NED MAE Kantorovich NED

Average

NED
Kantorovich

5 1h 2 Shin-Hong WSM5 KF 7.50 1.24E+04 1.69 1.76 2.57E+03 1.17 1.43 2.97E+02

8 1h 2 Shin-Hong WSM5 msKF
C

6.12 1.10E+04 1.45 1.68 1.37E+03 0.90 1.17 6.32E+02

7 1h 2 Shin-Hong Thompson KF 6.94 1.11E+04 1.53 2.13 3.45E+03 1.50 1.51 3.06E+02

9 1h 2 Shin-Hong Thompson msKF
D

6.85 7.37E+03 1.25 1.74 1.67E+03 0.98 1.112 6.01E+02

10 1h 2 Shin-Hong Morrison msKF 6.06 7.37E+03 1.16 1.87 1.74E+03 1.04 1.10 9.61E+02

11 1h 2 Shin-Hong Morrison GD-3D 5.24 9.71E+03 1.26 2.07 2.97E+03 1.37 1.32 4.99E+02

12 1h 2 Shin-Hong Morrison GF

E

5.87 5.65E+03 1.03 1.80 2.61E+03 1.20 1.111 6.50E+02

Table 8. Evaluation of simulation pairs F and G, subject to microphysics parameterization sensitivity using MAE and Kantorovich distance.

Wind direction Wind speed Precipitation

#
ERA5

res.

Domain

type

PBL

scheme

Microphysics

scheme

Cumulus

scheme

Microphysics

pair
MAE Kantorovich NED MAE Kantorovich NED

Average

NED
Kantorovich

5 1h 2 Shin-Hong WSM5 KF 7.50 1.24E+04 1.69 1.76 2.57E+03 1.17 1.43 2.97E+02

7 1h 2 Shin-Hong Thompson KF
F

6.94 1.11E+04 1.53 2.13 3.45E+03 1.50 1.51 3.06E+02

8 1h 2 Shin-Hong WSM5 msKF 6.12 1.10E+04 1.45 1.68 1.37E+03 0.90 1.17 6.32E+02

9 1h 2 Shin-Hong Thompson msKF 6.85 7.37E+03 1.25 1.74 1.67E+03 0.98 1.112 6.01E+02

10 1h 2 Shin-Hong Morrison msKF

G

6.06 7.37E+03 1.16 1.87 1.74E+03 1.04 1.10 9.61E+02

(a) Simulation pair D (Thompson microphysics). Left: KF. Right: multi-scale KF.

(b) Simulation pair E (Morrison microphysics). Left: multi-scale KF. Center: GD-3D. Right: GF.

Figure 11. Contours of RADAR precipitation (contour lines in foreground) and WRF precipitation (filled contours in background) for (a)

simulation pair D and (b) simulation pair E. 17
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4.5 Discussion

The previous sections investigated the individual influence of varying a single parameterization in the modeling chain on the

accuracy of the match between WRF simulation results and field data. Even though a clear trend of increased fidelity with305

higher model complexity has been observed in Table 3, individual comparisons are more subtle.

When looking at domain configurations, it has been clearly shown that larger computational domains result in significantly

more short-timescale fluctuations of wind speed and direction, which closely resemble those present in the field observations.

Similar results were observed in a recent study by Yu et al. (2021). Even though this produces qualitatively better time series

(see Fig. 5), this does not always translate into an unambiguous improvement of quantitative MAE and Kantorovich metrics310

considered here (see Table 4). In contrast, for the temporal resolution of the lateral boundary conditions, where the qualitative

improvement of higher resolution is somewhat more subtle (see Fig. 9), the quantitative indicators show a unanimous improve-

ment (see Table 6). These observations advocate the use of multiple quantitative and qualitative metrics in sensitivity studies, as

well as motivate the development of more advanced metrics to capture the match between simulations and field observations.

For wind speed and direction, a promising trend is observed in which scale-aware PBL and cumulus schemes lead to a better315

match with SCADA data for the current storm Ciara case. Based on the average NED, simulation case 12 is found to be the

most performant for the current storm Ciara case study. Albeit case 12 has the lowest wind direction NED of all considered

simulations, it is outperformed by several other setups when focusing on wind speed, and a different evaluation metric might

have led to a different simulation ranking. That being said, in terms of wind speed and direction metrics, a clear and significant

difference is found between simulations that employ both scale-aware PBL and cumulus schemes (cases 8 – 12) and those that320

do not (cases 1 – 7). This justifies the further development and application of scale-aware physics parameterizations.

Results for precipitation are much more inconclusive, i.e. no clear tendency towards higher accuracy with increased model

complexity is found. Furthermore, the time series in Fig. 4 and the snapshots in, e.g., Fig. 11 show RADAR reflectivity and

associated precipitation produced in different runs to have a very wide spread in reproduction, indicating a strong sensitivity to

model setup. Interestingly, the ensemble of all considered simulations ranks second in terms of precipitation accuracy, whereas325

only fifth in terms of average wind NED metric (see Table 3). These considerations promote the use of ensemble techniques

including data assimilation for precipitation modeling.

5 Conclusions and recommendations

The complexity in determining the optimal physics setup for the operational use of the WRF-ARW model in wind energy

applications has been well established by literature to exhibit strong dependencies on location-specific weather events and the330

combination of various physics parameterizations. In this study, a multi-variant sensitivity analysis is performed for the extreme

weather case of storm Ciara as observed on 10 February 2020 over the Belgian North Sea. The event produced fast changes

in wind direction which can potentially lead to significant off-design turbine loading and strong wind-farm power excursions.

WRF results for wind direction and wind speed have been evaluated against SCADA data of an operational offshore wind farm.

Precipitation results were qualitatively compared to RADAR data from RMI-B. This sensitivity analysis explores the impact335
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of temporal resolution of lateral boundary conditions, domain configuration and sub-grid scale modelling techniques used for

PBL, cumulus and microphysical parameterizations.

The results of this sensitivity analysis indicate better performance for wind variables when considering scale-aware parame-

terization techniques. More specifically, a clear distinction was observed between simulations that employ scale-aware schemes

for both PBL and cumulus schemes and those that do not. In view of modeling SCADA wind speed and direction, the most340

performant combination of setup and parameterizations consists of a scale-aware Shin-Hong planetary boundary layer scheme

coupled with scale-aware Grell-Freitas cumulus parameterization, 6-class double moment Morrison microphysics, together

with hourly boundary condition updates on extended simulation domains. The representation of precipitation fronts on the

other hand is shown to be highly sensitive to model setup, and no quantitative trends could be observed. That said, results for

the ensemble average of precipitation are promising.345

In terms of future work, expanding the current sensitivity analysis to other high-impact weather events is an important topic

to assess the generalization of the current observations. Additionally, further study on the sensitivity and adequate modeling

of precipitation is necessary, including data assimilation of operational RADAR data in the simulations to improve model

initialization, as well as dedicated localized precipitation measurements to provide reliable field data. Finally, an interesting

area of further research would be to perform similar sensitivity studies at finer sub-kilometer resolutions including recent350

advancements such as three-dimensional scale-aware PBL schemes such as in Zhang et al. (2018) and Senel et al. (2020).
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